
ANATOMY, SURVIVAL AND RESCUE TIPS

WHAT ARE DANGEROUS CURRENTS?
In the Great Lakes, swimmers are most likely to encounter one of five common currents:  

structural; rip; channel; longshore; and outlet (river channel). Each is profiled here. 

STRUCTURAL CURRENTS
Flow parallel to the structure (pier or breakwall), away from shore. 

Best path to safety: Prevention — do not swim near structures! 
This is a high hazard area with often no best path to safety. 

RIP CURRENTS
Flow away from shore, in a mushroom shape, with sand and 
debris carried toward the open water. 

Best path to safety: Swim out of the current and parallel to 
shore. Avoid swimming against the current.

OUTLET (RIVER) CURRENTS
Flow from rivers and streams rapidly into the lakes.  
Located where rivers and streams flow into the lake,  
and thus, easier to avoid than other kinds of currents. 

Best path to safety: Swim parallel out of the current  
and back to shore. 

PERPENDICULAR
Running the opposite direction of the shore, 
creating a T-shape.

PARALLEL
Running the same direction like railroad tracks. 



TIPS FOR SAVING OTHERS
•  Learn the signs of drowning. 
•  Call 911. Communicate your exact 

location to help rescuers respond 
quickly.

•  Shout to the person in danger, 
directing them to flip on their back 
and float until someone can assist or 
they can swim out of the current.

•  Help from shore by throwing a life 
bag, ring or anything that floats, like 
a cooler to someone in trouble.

•  If you must go in the water to rescue 
someone, bring something that 
floats, like a throw ring, boogie 
board or life jacket.

www.dangerouscurrents.org

Dangerous Current awareness is part of a state and regional effort led by Michigan Sea Grant in collaboration with the NOAA-National Weather Service,  
the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) the Michigan Department of Natural Resources and others.  

The MDEQ Coastal Management Program supported the development of many educational programs and public outreach products.
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LONGSHORE CURRENTS
Flow parallel to shore and can push swimmers toward dangerous 
structures. 

Best path to safety: Swim back to shore. 
•  Keep an eye on your belongings. Get out of the water if you are 

drifting too far from them with the current.

CHANNEL CURRENTS
Flow parallel to shore, between the beach and offshore 
structures such as islands or groupings of large rocks.

Best path to safety: Swim toward shore. 
•  Avoid unstable sandbars and don’t try to make it back to a 

sandbar if you were swept off of one.

•  Flip on your back, control your breathing remain calm.
•  Float or tread water instead of fighting the current.

STAYING CALM CAN SAVE YOUR LIFE
•  Determine the best path to shore as soon as possible. 
•  If too tired to make it back to shore, call for help, continue to float.


